Q&A_Die or Do_Mending the Deadly Climate_the Problem-Solution-Reaction.
http://www.777true.net/Do-or-Die_Mending-on-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf
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rise treatment(COP16) is deadly lie,and IPCC has been hiding emergent Arctic Methane

Risk.Non carbon energy technology for 80%CO2 cut and Arctic Cooling Technology
must emergency be implemented.The Reaction is emergent Conversion from Business as
usual to Freestone for ever.The Reaction is new Economics toward people’s Life
Assurance toward Climate Wartime Regime.The whole view(3 pages)is showed at
here,and you must find and do your task toward emergent global solidarity making.
*The more explanations are here:
http://www.777true.net/Global-People-Must-Search-an-Essential-Evile-Origin.pdf

Once again author must strengthen on the emergent operation on climate mending.
Only by emergent global conversion could save the world !!!.
Because global temperature rise hereafter must be minimized in order to intercept
natural emissions by temperature rise.Any organic matters in land and sea would erupt
CO2 by decaying which is accelerated by temperature rise.The most typical is Arctic
Methane in the sea floor and in tundra of the land.Thereby emergent CO2cut is decisive .Of
course also Arctic Cooling is decisive.Both could become possible by emergent global
climate war declaration.

The Rio Declaration: Principle 15 - the Precautionary Approach.
In order to protect the environment, the precautionary approach shall be widely applied by States
according to their capabilities.
Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage,
lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-effective
measures to prevent environmental degradation.

I will do my best for you..
gutvv1@dc4.so-net.ne.jp

,http://www.777true.net/

,tel 046-843-2271

Workshop on Contemporaly Issues and B Wave Technology

editor:motoji-SUZUKI.、

〒239-0813,1-2-5,Kamoi,Yokosuka-city,Kanagawa,Japan.
PS1:Now almost what I must tell you had already been written in my website.
However almost of those have not yet become completion.
Thereby I entirely wish your support toward those becoming complete.

＊Non carbon energy technology .
＊Arctic Cooling Technology
＊Economics toward peoples Life Assurance toward Climate Wartime Regime
and

＊COP21 in Paris must become climate wartime declaration toward emergent
global conversion !!!.
PS2:Global

Journalims Conversion by Global Amateur Journalists.

If the global media had reported facts,the world at now had not become so miserable !!!.
The most typical may be the deception 9/11 the own playing terror by US special troops,
which had caused todays outrageous cruel state of Middle East Nations.
Another biggest news are the climate deceptions of 2 rise and Arctic Methane Risk.

Now most of people has portable phone and internet tools which could deliver message with
photos on that place to anywhere by instantly.Thereby any people themselves at that news
region could become instant journalist at anywhere at anytime.Therefore if something center
of information gathering,analyzing and editing could be,we could establish big

our own

journalism organization with low cost and without interference by BIG-BROTHER.
Note small,but too many separated orgs might cause more confusions to intercept our global
solidarity.

How to design the network system with a decisive philosophy and recruit news analyzer &
editor are proposed here.The financial fund is also decisive problem.
I wish someone write

the design manual !!!.

Question & the Answer:

2015/11/02~06,11,2016/10/31

⑴Why is it so emergent operation on climate mending ?.
Note some scientists had already declared

it is too late !!!. The reason is as follows.

Temperature rise itself could cause climate energy increasing toward increasing wild climates.
The other not well known worst factor is that temperature rise could cause more natural gas
(Green House effect Gas)emission from organic matters in land and marine.The most typical is
Arctic methane(the massive hydrade reservor)releasing by temperature rise in Arctic where
is about 3 times rise than global average.The 2nd key word may be positive

feedback.

Once temperature rise is to cause more GHG gas emission,which is to accelerate more
temperature rise.Once positive feedback had begun,nature-itself never could stop it. It is called
irreversibility of climate running away.Actually,Arctic ice decreasing now is on positive
feedback.Ice melt causes more sun heat input into black Arctic ocean toward the warming,which
is to accelerate more ice melt.So Artificial Arctic Cooling had become inevitable at now.
Now is not too late,but time left is not much.The best answers may be here<AMEG>.

⒜Frequently Asked Questions on ARCTIC EMERGENCY(AMEG).
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/faq.html

⒝For students and non-climate scientists ,engineers with some physics knowlegdge.
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-Temeperature-Rise-in-Arctic-a-simple-verification.pdf
http://www.777true.net/All-about-Climate-Hell-World_V1.pdf

http://www.777true.net/How-to-confirm-the-climate-emergency-realities.pdf
People could get consultation about the problems also by the non climate scientists.

⒞Now it takes about 5 years for global temperature of 0.1

rise.

http://www.777true.net/0.1C-Temperature-Rise-could-cause-Climate-Wild.pdf
You had already seen the temperature rise graph.The change becomes rapid at now !!.
⑵Why is it so emergent as more than 80%CO cut ?!.
Even ideal zero emission would cause more than 0.2~0.3

rise and about 40 years

long for accomplishing stable recovery!!. 80% may be minimum value to ensure eating
for all. Another decisive reason is minimizing bad effect to critical Arctic Methane Risk.
Global heat entirely directs to the coldest region Arctic warming,which is dangerous.
For example in Japan,the value(80%cut) is about era of after the war and following 1950s.
After all,we all have been defeated in global extravagant economy war with massive carbon
fuel consumption,so we must accept the war defeating reality. At now,there could be nothing
way,but this one for our surviving.The realization possibility of 80% is later question.
It is non carbon energy engineering problem.

⑶Why the scientists on the duty could not confess the deadly facts ??!!
After all,they may have weak points,which were manipulated by the insidious ruler.

⒜It is rather recent years that Methane risk had been recognized.Though as it was,...
http://www.giss.nasa.gov/research/features/200409_methane/
In early 1990's, Jim Kennett noticed that during an extremely short time (geologically speaking)
at transition between Paleocene & Eocene, drastic carbon isotope ratios changed everywhere.
In 1995, Jerry Dickens suggested only conceivable perturbation to the global carbon cycle to fit
these data was a massive input of light carbon that had been stored as methane clathrates.
Dickens told there was no admitting mood in science society,which still has been at now !!.

⒝Difficulty of long years climate prediction<they had lost strong confidence ?!>.
As is well known,weather prediction has become very popular in today,which predicts precise
regional weather about in a week by computer solution of fluid dynamics.Though,more than a
week prediction become rather difficult due to chaos phenomena in fluid dynamics.
To tell fact,none had known the essential cause,of which duty may belong to physicists.
http://www.777true.net/Information-Loss-Process-in-NS-Equation_The-Cause-of-Chaos.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Uncertainty-Causes-in-Climate-Dynamics.pdf
In above,author himself found the cause.It is easy to understand.You could observe objector of
cigar smoke flow which is to disappear as time goes on due to molecular random actions.That
is,it is impossible to observe fluid trajectory in full time span.This may be origin of climate
scientist’s tragedy.Our concern on climate change is decadal long.,but impossible.It is told
they employed method to synthesize long prediction by ensemble averaging,etc. Maybe by such
reason,they had lost strong confidence on prediction certainty depending on climate model.

*It is known longer time prediction becomes possible by taking region wider.The supreme limit is
point earth(0 dimensional model).Author tried this to predict global temperature trend. From
global average temperature,regional temperature must be re-calculated<reverse problem>.

⒞IPCC the injustice manipulated by the oil merchant.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf

The oil merchant EXXON-MOBIL's outrageous climate crimes in the past.
ExxonMobil Faces Heightened Risk of Climate Litigation, Its Critics Say
Advocates explore holding the company accountable after new evidence shows it's long
understood that global warming threatened its business and the planet.
By Bob Simison, InsideClimate News Sep 30, 2015
http://insideclimatenews.org/news/23092015/ExxonMobil-May-Face-Heightened-Climate-Litigati
on-Its-Critics-Say?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

Exxon knew four decades ago about CO2
Neela Banerjee of InsideClimate News talks about her investigation into Exxon and how the
company's scientists knew since the 1970s about the damage fossil fuels were causing to the
climate. Banerjee also discusses how the company funded groups dedicated ... more
http://www.msnbc.com/greenhouse/watch/exxon-knew-four-decades-ago-about-co2-536557123
707?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

⑷As for such mankind destiny,why only climate scientists could concern ?!!.
After all,the climate scientists still could not have declared deadly climate fact !!.
Unless exact diagnosis by doctor,there could not be real curing.

In fact,at first,we must

mend wrong doctor themselves.Then patient’s treatment is to begin.
⒜After all,the climate scientists still could not have declared substantial salvation !!.
If they had done,such author of exterior had no concern with the very insidious trouble.
This is the deadly problem do or die of all spieces !!! .Why did they not consult with other
fields experts and general people ?!!.As for this supreme point,author could not help to rage.
Don’t also you rage so ??!!.
⒝To tell as for necessary climate policy,climate science had already concluded necessity of
the operation as 80%CUT and Arctic Cooling .
Once considering climate policy hereafter,such works on climate simulation would be necessary
so long till end of the operation.In this meaning,author himself never wish them make enemy
side,but friend one.However,even it is so,in order to change current conservative their mind to
join co-operation for the salvation operation,we could not help to urge them so long till they would
have declared deadly climate fact of emergency on the operation.

⒞Possible major silent consensus on “it is too late,or outrageously too difficult”.
In Japan,author himself actually had met 4 climate scientists and debated by telephone(3 or
more).Very unfortunately,none had affirmative view on the operation.On the contrary,someone
honestly confessed impossibility of counter operation due to the outstanding difficulty against the
giant current regime.Someone confessed that in a policy maker society,they will not
understand what scientists tell.So they had become desperate !!.
***Then note it is fairly difficult to explain scientific matters to amateur. It need a decisive philosophy and
some technique to persuade.A tip may be teach on the very exact and simplified origin principle.

Certainly in common sense, it is us authors side who are abnormal to consider the outrageous
operation is possible,but not they. However it is the supreme problem of do or die for all
species on earth.So it is us who are normal to endeavor to search the salvation technology,but
the others are incompetent.In a scientists blog,he confessed that in science society,there is a
dominant mood that they do not wish to debate Methane Risk.In authors view,in a climate
science society,it might be dominant that “it is too late,or outrageously too difficult”.
Thereby an opinion of denying their dominant desperate view is to turn to unfavorable for
them to reveal their incompetency.This is to threaten their status.It is this worst situation that
must be evaded.

Thereby it would be best for those scientist to turn their past pose !!.

*It is not too late by GEO-ENGINEERING!!<authors side>.
In above,there is phrase “scientists society will not wish to debate Methane Risk”.The
reason is having realized positive feedback such as Arctic Ic melting with Methane Risk rise.
Once positive feedback had gone on,non natural force could not stop it.It is this that caused them
desperate to tell it is too late !!.However they missed possibility of geo-engineering which was
proposed by AMEG(the

need for geo-engineering ,2009,2011).

https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/geo-engineering/U9u5uWkDtBQ
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/the-need-for-geo-engineering.html
Also as for which,they missed to it is outrageously too difficult.Thus major portion of scientist
society (typical is IPCC)had become desperate to be silent,or might be threatened by someone?!

Bering Strait the Gateway of Destiny(Arctic Catastrophe,Yes or No !!.2009)
http://www.777true.net/Bering_Strait.pdf
*The kernel point of global warming：Arctic cross over irreversible point(1997,1998)?.
http://www2.kaiyodai.ac.jp/~koji/BE.pdf
Above is Japanese.The kernel is irreversibility which made them desperate to be silent.However
climate science society Japan had sent a climate scientist congress man who warned Methane
to IPCC in congress at 2000.Once I met him of terribly desperate. The Bering strait was authors
naive proposing of gate building as geo-engineering at 2009.

⑸What is to be a scientist ?!.
In an extreme example of soldier,most of them is defeating in battle field,but only very few could
win(historical big invention or finding).In other example of Einstein who found the gravity theory,
his almost 99.99% working days might be nothing good results or routine works.Only by a
day,he could find the principle of gravity theory. In other words,to get a great innovation,there
must be 99.9% routine works or failure,but only 0.1% can become success. It is ruthless gambler
world !!.
Evaluation of scientists work is very clear,because true or false is evident. For becoming a
scientists,they must be deciplined for long education times with higher school fee.Being a
scientist might be lonely profession<while business field is team working>.A scientists may be
very nervous for evaluation on his works.In other words,they are rather higher pride noble people
and fear for being accused their incompetency. If they lost mission

sense toward society and

worry on own status stability, those should be called isolated laboratory sick(=ever lasting
student,but not becoming adult). A laboratory is where only people ability could work,while other
field workers must cooperate both with person ability and with person inability.The latter person
might get whole view on humanity,while it might be rather hard for person the isolated laboratory.
Note non laboratory person president Obama once called for overwhelming judgment by
science.Thereby laboratory person must emergently respond it !!!. The global destiny depends
entirely their pose to

change the desperate world at now !!!.

＊The Bible(Matthew 5:37):All you need to say is simply 'Yes' or 'No'; anything beyond this
comes from the evil one.
＊Logic(non contradiction):Things visible never simultaneously be A and not A.

⑹Is global 80%CUT really possible ?!!,
⒜To tell from very beginning,this is a decisive problem do or die !!!.Nothing,but doing !.
The original source of solar energy,wind power,(hydro power?) and marine power had
been proved to be enough,so it is our emergent transition toward non carbon energy
implementation that could realize 80%CUT. Then rich advanced nation with penalty on
accumulated past carbon debt should support nations without enough finance.It is mass
production that could accomplish low cost goods,which is wellknown market principle.
Note world military budget＝1.7T$,

World oil payment＝26T$/y

The detailed calculation may be also your task.

!!

⒝Operation on Deserts Forestation by large scale.
This is realizable and many merits with various vegetations
http://www.kkl.org.il/eng/forestry-and-ecology/afforestation-in-israel/turning-the-desert-green/
https://www.hitachi-c-m.com/global/company/csr/contribution/horuchin/index.html
http://sabakuryokka.org/

⒞Operation on Ocean Cooling by large scale.
If possible,rapid

direct global temperature down become possible.However the scale

is outrageous.It is exchanging deep(1000m)cooler sea water to warmer shallow sea water by
pumping.The energy could be supplied by wind or marine power.

⒟Operation on Atmosphere by large scale.
If possible,direct man-made CO2 absorbing become possible.However the scale is outrageous.

⑺Is ARCTIC COOLING really possible ?!!

<see also APPENDIX_6:Arctic Cooling Engineering the Summary>.
To tell from very beginning,this is a decisive problem do or die !!!.Nothing,but doing !.
You should emergently call for government with concerned scientists.This is the most emergent
problem at now world,while the concern has been almost substantially nothing !!!.
Intercepting insolation by Cloud Engineering in Arctic summer season is proposed<ANEG>.

How to Cool Arctic.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html

Sea-going hardware for the cloud albedo method of reversing global warming
http://rsta.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/366/1882/3989.full#sec-7

Climate 'tech fixes' urged for Arctic methane 17 March 2012
http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-17400804
Depending on the size and location, Prof Salter said that in the order of 100 towers would be
needed to counteract Arctic warming.

“1 dimensional thick ice wall building intercepting Arctic sea warming(author).
minimum ice extent

The surrounding length might be about

in 2012

＝2π(3.4x10^6Km^2/π)^(1/2)～7000Km..

＝3.4million Km2.

70Km/troop＝7000Km/100troops.
It is sea water pumping & spreading for ice building
in sever cold winter operation.

⑻How to emergently declare Global Climate Wartime Regime ??!!.
:Yes,or No for Co-live by all together.→Yes！！！.
:Yes,or No for the deadly climate fact(Risk of 2℃ lies and Arctic Methane) .→Yes！！！.
:Yes,or No for emergency of (80%CUT & ARCTIC COOLING) .→Yes！！！.
:Initiating R& D institution on Global Climate Wartime Plan.→ Outline Design.
:Go !! Declaring Global Climate Wartime Regime →

:

:Operating R& D institution on Global Climate Wartime Plan.→ Detailed Design.
:Executing Global Climate Wartime Plan.→ Go and Review →

:

⑼How to design ECONOMICS for peoples life assurance in Climate Wartime Regime ?.
In the beginning is rationing economy as for minimum carbon energy with maximum non
carbon one.Arctic Cooling and 80%CUT are the battle field.
How to convert regime of now to coming one with minimum chaos is a big problem.

:Saving Foods with minimum carbon Energy the highest priority.
:Non carbon energy tools production with R&D and the implementations.
:Emergent Arctic Cooling Operation<tools production and manpower management>.
Those{

,

,

} are defined as Battle Fields,which need each operations<＝demands>.

:Industry rearrangement＜Demands and the Supply>.
:Administration rearrangement＜Demands and the Supply>.
:New? Culture Creation.

⒜Planed Economy could be simulated by END(Economy Network Dynamics).
Note Economy is a kind of dynamics as for demands and supplying toward the adjust.
http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf
Anticipating primitive demands(foods,energy,...for basic life,and the operations) in coming fiscal
year is fundamental.Which shall determine the producting & supplying.Which causes 2ndary
demands. .........................................................................................................................................
At lasts, all the account books of each economy actors in coming fiscal years must be
consistent for demands and supplying with stocks(or deficit,debt).
an example of END:
A price of goods ” k”＝Pk＝ωkI/Nk.

Or demand(supply) of goods ” k”＝Nk＝ωkI/Pk.

Where Nk＝ market size of “k”.,I＝possible payment/year＝money supply～GDP,
ωk＝partition rate for buying goods “k”.

In fact,economics in wartime regime must be emergently consulted with the experts.
The past experience in transition from peace time to war time may be well documented.
Then government ruling on corporate and people could be revealed.
Also the finance policy would be revealed.
Our task at now is the modification on the past experiences toward climate wartime regime.
Emergently the ECONOMISTs (GO &NGO)must be grown up by anyhow.
Not only technical aspects,but also philosophical one in special climate wartime regime must be
surveyed. It is big scale project<the demands and the supplying>.

⒝The Top Difficulty＝Outstanding mind difference between peace time and war time.
It might be hard to pretend to be in wartime regime without war devastation by bullets and
bombs.But it is nothing, but war declaration with execution low implementation by nation that
drastically could change people’s mind of those even who are out of battle field. This is historical
fact which could be observed in any nations.

Certainly, at now,almost people are free from climate devastation for the time being,
however climate prediction is enough certain to predict coming climate hell world,if nothing
countermeasure as it is at now.Thereby,it is nothing,but global nations wartime declaration
that could change the world really facing climate hell world.

By anyhow,it is peoples mind which determine their actions.Then what could determine mind ?.

It is peoples fact recognition and massive other people’s pose at that time and that region.
A people tend to accord with massive people’s actions(mass synchronization tendency).
As a whole,the latter is superior than logic＝fact recognition.Then what is necessary ??!!!.
This is one of most important kernel concept in climate problem difficulty.

⑽What would corporate(industry with employment)be in climate wartime regime ?.
It(necessity priority) is determined by the demands and non demands in climate wartime
regime.The non demand is carbon energy.The demands are as follows.
A key word might be retrorecovering,which is nothing but less energy society.
－key words－
Industry conversion toward less carbon energy(wartime regime)
job(corporate)conversion support by nation policy.
evacuation from urban to country(retrorecovering)
small,but massive self sufficient society building
oil to H2 gas as fuel conversion<organic hydride technology>.
Operation Desert Forestation＝increasing foods production .
International emigrant from cold region to warmer one(less energy).
Operation Underground Residence＝evacuation space for climate disaster.
Operation Ocean Cooling.→ geo engineering on rapid temperature down ??!
EMERGENT Operation Arctic Cooling. → intercepting methane catastrophe

;Foods Production and the delivery by less carbon energy
Small,but massive self sufficient society is best in the regime.
*Retrorecovering small,but massive old fashioned agriculture may be good !!!.
It should be fundamental national policy with support plan.
*mass emigrant from urban to country could be mass job conversion by mass jobless.
Mass jobless in the regime would be not avoidable by industry conversion.
**Instead oil,H2 gas should be used by engine fuel.This is highly possible before long.→

.

Operation Desert Forestation＝increasing foods production .
International emigrant from cold region to warmer one(less energy).
In any nation, mass foreigners emigrant would not welcome.However if those emigrant came to
be supporter for those nations,the situation would be turn to good.An example may be becoming
support member for advancing nation without sufficient technology .An example may be large
scale desert forestation to farm land. This is hard work,however the result is excellent to increase
foods and water(?)production and climate stability(?).Note this is noting,but war,so they soldier
must recognize own duty.This is the decisive problem do or die not only for you,but also for all.

;production on non carbon energy devices(wind,marine )turbine,solar panel etc,

Wind,Solar & Marine Power are inexhasutless energy source for all !!.
This is the decisive largest need in the regime !!!.
Established electric and car corporate etc should convert toward this field.
*Instead oil,H2 gas should be used by engine fuel.This is highly possible before long.
http://www.hrein.jp/english/about%20organic%20hydride/index.htm
https://www.kankyo.metro.tokyo.jp/energy/tochi_energy_suishin/attachement/suisokaigi_03_P04.pdf

This is new industrial revolution from oil to H2gas.→ corporate conversion
Author himself is optimistic for renewable energy,because once oil was banned,anyone would
endeavor to seek renewable energy.It is this outrageous motive force that could accomplish
carbon-less world.Those technology seems not so difficult.Many invention would emerge soon.

;house and building fundamentally shall be used as those were<energy saving>
Higher buildings in urban might become storehouse by mass evacuation from urban.
It is the modern urban life way that is too extravagant for carbon energy.
Also industry(cement,iron,and non iron metals) is the most energy consumer.

;communication and electric rail road shall be used as those were<less energy consuming>
Strongly electric street car would be recommended<less energy>.This is alternative to car.

;Job Conversion Problem of You !!!.
In this paper,author could not tell more details due to his less information.
But you yourself could measure and judge contribution degree to the climate wartime
regime by your corporate and you job.Then yes or no would be determined by yourself.
If yes,your now status could contribute the regime and would be kept in the regime.
Perhaps,most of you in non agriculture business etc,your answer may be no !!.
If not,you must survey conversion toward the contribution by anyhow.
Above all,you must take into your stomach that this is the decisive problem do or,die,not only
for you,but also for all.Possible die would be outrageously miserable in climate hell !!!.
Once one could percieve ruthless in climate hell world,you would do anything you could !!!.
If not,you can not percieve possible coming climate hell world of global mass extinction !!!.
Then coming favourable nation policy must help such you !!!.
Because we would have determined to colive by all together.
→⑻How to emergently declare Global Climate Wartime Regime ??!!.
:Yes,or No for Co-live by all together.→Yes！！！.

:A decisive Demand on coming administration in climate wartime regime.
Government must make plan and institutions for supporting job(industry)conversion.
:International Co-Operations.
Those need international debating toward establishing the operations.
Operation Ocean Cooling.→ geo-engineering on rapid temperature down ??!
EMERGENT Operation Arctic Cooling. → intercepting methane catastrophe

postscript:
In a limited time and limited information,it is too hard for author to answer.The whole view might
be more clear if we could review the documents on the past wartime regime economics.
Now author entirely wish your full cooperation toward global solidarity making.

APPENDIX_1:more possible Q & A.
⑾Why could the Business Society be so cool against the deadly Climate Crisis?.
What have they been thinking of coming climate hell world by nothing mending ?
⒜Business Society and the climate scientists one has been synchronizing.
It is incredible stupidity that most of business society has been substantially neglecting deadly
climate fact.This fact may strongly be synchronous with the desperate of climate scientists.
Because once some of their elites had climate meeting with the scientists,and policy makers.
Then a possible conclusion ma be desperate to be silent due to the deadly scientists view.
After all,they have been synchronously paralyzing in normal way of thinking to survive by the
global capitalism regime ruling due to the Emperor !.They have become too expert to turn.
In fact most of business society has substantially nothing salvation scheme in coming climate
hell.They are substantially suicide wishers without humanity mission.

⒝Strong Obsession on Status Conserving＝Business as Usual in the Capitalism Regime.
People once having become rich is to fear nothing,but own status decline(Satan-nization).
Satan behaves very ruthless and cruel against people who are against them.
As for entrepreneur,saving imminent good corporate management of today and tomorrow is
superior than anything else in society of business as usual.Bankruptcy must be evaded.
In other world,their most fear is own corporate decline whether which is due to economy-itself or
climate.They are also deadly slaves in competitive world of current global capitalism regime.
Those situation is applicable also for employees the most of people.Also they are slaves.
They could not imagine another style of life in coming climate wartime regime.

⒞Awful Massive Synchronous Accordance(Global NAZIS Regime-nization ?!!).
This problem was already pointed out in ⑼⒝The Top Difficulty.
..................................................................................................................
By anyhow,it is peoples mind which determine their actions.Then what could determine mind ?.

It is peoples fact recognition and massive other people’s pose at that time and that region.
A people tend to accord with massive people’s actions(mass synchronization tendency).
As a whole,the latter is superior than logic＝fact recognition.Then what is necessary ??!!!.
This is one of most important kernel concept in climate problem difficulty.
The origin of this may be due to Exxon-Mobil the Rockefeller global capitalism emperor in
reincarnated NAZIS USA,who once ruled IPCC,which ruled policy makers in each nations.
Those policy makers are co-body with the business society in each nations.Thus a global
massive accordance of paralyzing on recognition of the deadly climate fact had been operated.
So it should be a conspiracy for global ruling by the Oil Emperor.

The oil merchant EXXON-MOBIL's outrageous climate crimes in the past.
Exxon Mobil Faces Heightened Risk of Climate Litigation, Its Critics Say
Advocates explore holding the company accountable after new evidence shows it's long
understood that global warming threatened its business and the planet.
By Bob Simison, InsideClimate News Sep 30, 2015
http://insideclimatenews.org/news/23092015/ExxonMobil-May-Face-Heightened-Climate-Litigati
on-Its-Critics-Say?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

Exxon knew four decades ago about CO2
Neela Banerjee of InsideClimate News talks about her investigation into Exxon and how the
company's scientists knew since the 1970s about the damage fossil fuels were causing to the
climate. Banerjee also discusses how the company funded groups dedicated ... more
http://www.msnbc.com/greenhouse/watch/exxon-knew-four-decades-ago-about-co2-536557123
707?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

⑿What could be salvation for corporate with massive employees ??.
⒜Conclusionary to tell,it is job conversion toward matching the climate wartime regime.
It is well told that it is good to die of corporate,but not people.
By anyhow,for the time being,necessary foods amount may be sufficient,and
necessary demands for climate wartime regime may be determined<job positions>.
That is foods and jobs are sufficient,so the final problem is the partitioning.
If jobs were insufficient amount,then working time should be reduced to create necessary job
amount.Then the salary must be enough to secure foods buying.Even still insufficient
amount,people must be saved by social welfare.Then new jobs must be created by national
policy or by demands by corporate.

⑿In some regions,does it become difficult to cooperate the climate wartime regime?
For an example,Russian people will not agree with the co-operations,because the nation is
coldest region in the world.However energy for home heating itself is not so higher rate.
Southern warmer nation do not need home heating.So the global average is not so high.
It is applicable also for hotter nations that underground residence is favorable by year average
temperature about 15℃(?!).It could be also evacuation space for possible climate disasters.
In cold region,they could build natural large scale underground refrigerator without electricity,
but with inputting natural ice.

The source of solar energy and wind one may fairly depend on regional situation.
Northern regions may be less solar,but more wind.
Some nation is told to have year round stable strong wind which can build big base of on
shore wind turbine .They could be H2 gas exporter tor the world<organic hydride technology>.
A nation with desert is told big plan for building solar heater generator for 24 hours running.

As for advancing nations,strong support by advanced nations would be necessary in
finance,technology and man power. Those must be well planed and implemented by
international cooperating R&D team with international expeditionary troops.

⒀Could the climate revolution stop the chronicle regional disputes at once ?!!
Yes, the global climate consensus is supreme high priority tasks which can intercept any
chronicle regional disputes at once toward 60 years truce.
As the consequence,the global military industry complex budget＝1.7T$ must be converted to
that of climate war military.

⒁What the established UN climate org UNFCC & IPCC would be ??!!.
Substantially they have been decisive betrayers having been making us toward climate hell,
so punishment is unavoidable.Then something drastic emergent change must be executed
The plea deal is possible for IPCC for confessing the deadly climate facts.

APPENDIX_2:Whole Viewing could make problem-solution easier ?!.
Climate problem is global one and the scale is outrageous,so it is natural that one would become
hesitate to tackle.However there might be a method of down scaling of the problem toward
easier solution.As for those,author now try to reveal somehow by simple(?) description.
Then the least knowledge may be LOGIC the supreme science.
http://www.777true.net/Logic-the-most-simple_but-supreme-way-for-recognition.pdf
You had better to learn it at first.The aim at here is political awaking.

⑴Why could this universe created ?.
It came only from nothing,if not so,something being at first is not the beginning.Then nothing is
nothing forever !.You may think so.It is this that make the solution dead !.Then you use a law that
nothing is nothing forever.This is the law of this material world at now.If it is really nothing,also
law-itself must be nothing.Non can prove being of any law with nothing matters !!.
If nothing law(almighty),then the creation from nothing become possible !!!.

*a supreme logic concept is contradiction enabling simultaneous realization of A and not A.
Then logic theorem declare that every thing is provable<anything become true＝almighty>.
The double image(contradiction) never be observed in our material world(＝non contradictory
world with mathematical order),but in non material world(vacuum one).
A contradiction never happen in our observable material world !!!.But lie(error) in software may
be contradiction,which is to cause something catastrophe(disorder)at last stage.
Once material world the observable had been created,the world shall be non contradictory
(a mathematical order.)Because material world the observable can not be contradictory.

⑵mathematical order is “one to one mapping between a cause and the result”.
Contradiction is defined as double results of A and not A from a cause<the supreme chaos
world>Thereby,Non Contradiction is defined as unique result by a cause.
It is one (cause)to one(result) mapping.
(1+1)→2 ;arithmetic, ax＝c;algebra;x→y＝f(x) function,left is a cause,right is the result.
*probability is mapping from one cause to many results due to uncertainty in cause.

⑶Non can prove being of any law in nothing matter world !!.
Note nothing law belongs to almighty world<anything could simultaneously be >.
0＝+1-1+2-2+3-3+........+N-N+(N+1)-(N+1)+.......
A physical vacuum world is actually fulfill of something ± symmetric elementary and also
complex particles of +a-a＝0.Also human being itself is giant particles.Physical vacuum is
curious enough to be something nothing,and not nothing<the background of miracles>.

⑷The being of almighty.
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
Once author-himself was atheist,but had turned to be a theist.

⑸Fundamental teach of the Bible and Al Qur’an ,..,is co-living of people in an order.
It is teach on ordered way of our life by justice,equality,and philanthropy in God.
The holy scripture predict All About Humanity !!!,
Theism is an order in peace,while atheism(logical negating)is toward disorder by violence !!!.
It may be this that religion teaches us.

⑹Mankind history may be struggle between theism and atheism(barbarianism)
It is also struggle between democracy by peace and aristocracy by violence.
Moses the first teach(the ten commandment)is liberation from violence.
*Aristocracy is established by military power(atheist rulers adhere war of violence power).
It should be called cultural (r)evolution,while atheists denied God teach.

⑺Jew the theists are revolutionists,while US &Europe elites were against them.
The Christian religion was intended to be a political revolution which,
when it failed, became a moral one later on..............................J.W.Goethe.
Why Jew has been terribly persecuted for long Europe history ?.The climax was
the holocaust by NAZIS.It was American supremacist capitalists who supported NAZIS
establishment and secretly imported NAZIS person with technology to USA after the war.
As the consequence,they built CIA and the military industry complex(reincarnated NAZIS).
*Note CIA and the military industry complex is nothing,but the largest violence machine.
They hated Jew the revolutionist who were threatening for them the noble elites.
A highest status person who encounter their status crisis would become Satan.
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
＊Eisenhower Farewell Address warning coming military industry complex in USA:
We face a hostile ideology global in scope, atheistic in character, ruthless in purpose, and
insidious in method.
*Marxist calls it class struggle →⑻.

**Now many tell nation had become police state,which is nothing,but political suppressing
by noble elites against people’s democratizing movement in facing economic & climate
collapse of the world.

⑻The Bible,Ephesians.

http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm

6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,
against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high
places.Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to
withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand. Stand therefore, having your
loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness; And your feet
shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace; Above all, taking the shield of faith,
wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.

⑼Climate mending was intercepted substantially by Exxon Mobil the emperor
Effective climate mending could not help to be global revolution from business as usual to
climate wartime regime with climate mending operations and with downsizing peoples life way.
Rockefeller with Bilderberg terribly hated revolution which would cause their status decline.

⑽Global Solidarity making become possible only by the Scientists Declaration.
Now each nations elite with subordinate has secretly been being ruled by the emperor.
Note our civilization is pleasure seeking especially in advanced nation,which has been due to
massive oil consuming.It is so to say a global massive narcotism.So people hate the ban.
It is entirely due to innocent,or neglecting on reality of climate hell toward global mass extinction.
The established mass media sponsered by the capitalism never will tell the deadly climate fact.
That is a deadly stupidity has been ruling on this world even facing recent climate collapse fact.
Above all,it is dominant,that is,global massive synchronous paralyzing on deadly climate fact.
As was mentioned in ⑼⒝The Top Difficulty＝Outstanding mind difference between peace

time and war time.A people tend to accord with massive people’s actions(mass
synchronization tendency).As a whole,the latter is superior than logic＝fact recognition.
Even most of climate scientists has been thinking of impossibility of climate mending<Geo
Engineering> .Thereby it is matter of course that general amateur people are more than them.

Then what is necessary ??!!!. It is nothing,but declaration on the deadly
climate fact with salvation possibility by scientists.It is possible with ease.
*supplement on ⑽
The climate fact hiding may have been caused by following sequence to each precised scale in
global.The emperor(Exxon Mobil)→UN-IPCC climate scientists→established mass media &
business society in global capitalism regime→people of massive employee in oil civilization

NAZIS the Basic Ideology＝Order made philosophy of Hegel by Preusen feudalism.
＊Nation & people are slave exploited by elite<US global exploitation policy against ........>
＊Perpetual war strategy by setting up enemy＝cia-MIC war strategy against the world
＊mind operation tech by deception and threat developed by CIA-institutions in US
http://www.777true.net/Global-People-Must-Search-an-Essential-Evile-Origin.pdf

＊Operation ENDGAME.
http://www.endgamethemovie.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can
engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world's population, while enabling the "elites" to live
forever with the aid of advanced technology. For the first time, crusading filmmaker ALEX JONES
reveals their secret plan for humanity's extermination: Operation ENDGAME.

＊Hitler's marvelous Predictions<Following is authors translation from Japanese>
*Emerging new slave class of non-adult ensemble.
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#04
What feature will future society reveal !,Comrade gentlemen.Let's tell you.At first elite
aristocracy would appear by survival struggles.Then also appear "eternal non adult
group ",that is,new middle class,ignorant public,and new slaves who serve.And top on all of
them,new Aristocracy would have been established .Some special leading person would
be.Thus,by hegemony struggling,new regime would be established in inner and outer side
of nation.Also east region become giant experimental one,..........and then new European
social order would be implemented(Words told to Rauschning by Hitler) .
＊The Ghost of NAZIS.
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorA6F_hc/_floorA6F_hc.html
Eternal non-Adult Ensemble<Hitler’s prediction
:Chap5:East region become giant experimental one>.
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#05
All right,now I will explain you Hans,what I told you on Eternal non-Adult Ensemble is
those who could not become adult till they die..Such case never be in normal and severe
society.Thereby there would be abnormal society where children are grown up by extremely
easy way,but not sever one.In such society,children are grown up by treating like a pet,but
could not grow to be real adult even by adult age.

Poor son would be disciplined.It is they who could bring wisdom to the world !!
<Jew merchant maxim by authors translation from Japanese>
http://www.aoiro-odawara.com/news-web/rensai/hiden.htm
Such power never be generated in those children who are on easy rail way toward stable
future.To accomplish great task can not be in ordinal easy effort. Such power comes only
from strong desire with rebel spirit toward up by tough mind disciplined since infant age.

APPENDIX_3:Whole Viewing could make problem-solution easier ?!.
Down scaling of problem in technical field<How to solve those !!>.
⑴In the beginning is problem finding,by which everything is to begin !!!
Nothing is more precious than finding problem.So people must be enough careful for
everything that is something inconvenient or doubtful.

⑵Entirely survey the cause of problem(trouble)toward the origin.
In facing problem,in many case,you should care on the very origin(the very basic).

What is the principle ?.A principle is both exact and simple !!.You should never lean
something,but construct conclusion(result)from the cause by logical way(proof).

⑶Solution finding has two way of cool(logical) and hot(random).
Random is freely random collecting somethings likely possible by full activating your
free imagination without critique. And check each sample neatly in the last stage.
Of course ,group work is favorable. Cool is logical construction toward solution
Almost case of solution finding, the both method are simultaneously employed.

⑷Cut error and try till getting success !!!.
⑸whole viewing toward problem down scaling<the system design>.
Everything may be a dynamics by from a cause to the result.Engineers describe it input to
output through a black box.The black box is something mechanism creating output from
input.This may be basic concept for problem down scaling.It is also called system
design.Actual world is network complex of each black boxes communicating input and
output. A typical example(David Ike) may be a sequence “ problem→solution→the reaction”
→new problem→new solution→the new reaction→...The concept is pragmatical in actual cases.
Deadly

Solution by

Reaction by the Solution

life way downsizing.

Climate

80%cut &

New demands

Industry downsizing

Facts

Arctic Cooling
Emergent Arctic Cooling Operation by the world power.
Land & Desert and Marine operation

Administration Conversion

New Energy creation and the implementation

Planed Economics Design

Self Sufficient Small Agriculture Society creation

Industry management

Industry conversion toward less energy.

Social welfare management

Distribution system & vehicle conversion for less energy

Special operation management

Service system conversion toward less energy

Finance management

New Culture Creation in the climate wartime regime.

APPENDIX_4:Uncertainty Causes in Climate Dynamics the Summary.
2016/10/31.

The most troublesome point in climate science debating may be the larger climate
uncertainty in the dynamics.Now author could have an evident solution,which was
motivated by introducing easier but accurate climate prediction technology for non climate
experts. Note the further research and development is necessary at now.
Uncertainty Causes in Climate Dynamics
http://www.777true.net/Uncertainty-Causes-in-Climate-Dynamics.pdf
Climate variables such as temperature of averaged value are causalstic, so predictable by the
theory,while an actual realization fluctuates around the averaged value with the definite
probability(almost Gaussian)which is also predictable by theory. At least,such theory must exist.

⑴The troublesome observable big variation(fluctuation)of climate variables at local spots=x
at time=t is almost due to climate fluid behavior(Fluid Dynamics)in atmosphere and ocean.
An evidence is showed in emerging visible macroscopic TUBULENCE by the mechanics.
⑵A regional or global climate variables are considered as those additive sum effect and by
the consequence, also those variables could be fluctuate<CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM>
This report is to show you ⑴⑵ in order to make assured climate actions with prediction.
:Also predictable periodic insolation variation is added the fluctuation.
Climate Fluctuations(temperature,wind intensity,insolation,rain fall,..)
almost Central Limit Theorem for additive Random Variables in larger dimensional space
Fluid Turbulence the origin of probability in local atmosphere,and oceans.
☞：readers should be familiar with physics and math the fundamental.⑵ is rather advanced
course,so you should learn the decisive conclusion only.

Global Temperature Anormaly of 2016 the Possible Cause
http://www.777true.net/Global-Temperature-Abnormaly-of-2016-the-Possible-Cause.pdf
2016 Global monthly Temperature records anomalous high as over 1.5 or near 2.0℃.
This is almost the Paris target value,then someone become desperate on pursuing efforts?!.
Recent authors survey on the temperature fluctuation found that the anomalous higher
temperature at 2016 may be a temporal fluctuation due to higher solar phase in the cycle .
Temperature fluctuation Effectiveness for causing disaster may depend on the duration time.
For ocean heating,fluctuation could not be effective by the short peak times.

APPENDIX_5:Rapid CO2 Absorption with Mineralizstion of CO2 by OLIVINE..
2016/10/31.

Following marvelous technology principle could be a revolution in CO2 absorption.
Now we must make it industrialization toward rapid and mass CO2 absorption.
The rock surface only by mineralization can absorb CO2 and become stable.
Rapid CO2 Absorption with Mineralizstion of CO2 by OLIVINE.
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf

80%CO2 cut with mass absorption by ocean and land would take more than 60 years long,
while Olivine Engineering in global reservoir could have potential of rapid absorption .
☞:Certainly at now,we could not have mass absorption technology,however
now the engineers has been endeavoring the establishing.Thereby,global people must
support them with strong hope.

APPENDIX_6:Arctic Cooling Engineering the Summary

2016/10/31.

Also Author’s most worrysome matter is urgent Arctic Cooling Engineering Realization,which
has been being ignored in climatge policy making(IPCC & COP annual meeting).
Certainly it is technically outrageous,however not impossible.
Note world military budget＝1.7T$,

World oil payment＝26T$/y

!!

Arctic Cooling Engineering the Summary
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf

Imminent Methane Catastrophe Risk in East Siberia Arctic Shelf by sea water warming has
been being warned.Now Arctic Ice retreat had become positive feedback,which could not
stop spontaneously,but by man made Arctic Cooling Engineering.Without which,we could
not intercept global extinction.This report is the overview by non-expert author.

